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ABSTRACT 
Let T bc a linear transformation on M,,,(F), th e set of all llz x 1~ matrices over 
the algebraically closed field F. Let Hj denote the set of all rank 1 matrices in 
M,,,(F). T is said to ~YCS~YVE rank k wzatrices if T(R,) G R,. The following theorem 
is obtained : 
‘IAEoREM. If T p~~sc~ucs rank k matrices and one of the following holds: 
(i) O$ T(U,kL:Rj); 
(ii) max(nz, 1%) > k2 + k; 
(iii) minjm, n) = k; 
(iv) max(m,n)=k+l; 01 
(v) k=3; 
then there exist no+zsingular m&ices U and V such that either: T: A -+ UA V for all 
A E Mnl,n(F), OY ?n = n and T: A 3 UAtV for all A EM,(F) (Theorem 9.1). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a linear transformation on M,,,(F), the set of all wz x n 
matrices over the algebraically closed field F. Let R, denote the set of 
all rank i matrices in M,,,(F) ; that is, Rj = {A E M,,,(F) : p(A) = i). 
We say that T PYesemes rank k malrices if and only if T(R,) c R,, and 
T preserves rank if T(R,) = R, for all j, j = 0, 1,. . . , min(m, n). 
In 1959, Marcus and Moyls [3, Theorem l] showed that, if T preserves 
rank, then there exist nonsingular m x m and n x PZ matrices U and 
V, respectively, such that either T: A + UAV for all A E M,,,(F), or 
m=n and T: A --, UAt V for all A E M,(F). Here F was taken to be 
the complex number field. 
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Later in 1959, Marcus and Moyls [4, Theorem l] showed that, if T 
preserves rank 1 matrices where F is algebraically closed and of char- 
acteristic zero, then T preserves rank and has the form given above. 
Westwick [6, Theorem 3.81 later showed that the condition that F be 
of characteristic zero could be dropped. We now state this result for later 
reference : 
THEOREM 1.1. If T: M,,,(F) --f M,,,(F) is a linear transformation 
and if T preserves rank 1 matrices, then there exist nonsingular m x m 
and II x n matrices U and V, respectively, such that either: T: A ---f UAV 
for all A E M,,,(F); or m = n and T: A ---f UAtV for all A E M,(F). 
Marcus and Moyls [4, Theorem 21 showed that linear transformations 
which preserve rank 2 matrices and have the property that 0 $ T(U~=lRj) 
also preserve rank 1 matrices. In 1966, Moore [5] showed that the condition 
0 $ T(U;_$i) could be omitted so that all rank 2 preserves also preserve 
rank 1 matrices. 
In this paper we investigate linear transformations which preserve 
rank k matrices where k is a fixed integer, k < min(m, n). This investiga- 
tion breaks naturally into two methods. One is to place conditions on 
T and let k be chosen arbitrarily; the other is to let T be arbitrary and 
restrict k. 
Throughout this paper the following definition of a linear transforma- 
tion induced by T will be useful: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let T: LII~,~(F) --f M,,,(F) be a linear transforma- 
tion andlet A E M,,,(F), A # 0. Defines, byS,(B) = PIT(U-lBV-l)]Q, 
where U, V, P, and Q are nonsingular matrices such that UAV is the 
canonical form of A: UAV = E,, + - * * + ELL; and PT(A)Q is the 
canonical form of T(A): PT(A)Q = E,, + **- + Eji. (p(A) = 1 and 
p[T(A)] = j.) Thus, while T maps A into T(A), S, takes the canonical 
form of A into the canonical form of T(A). Evidently S, preserves rank 
k matrices whenever T does. (Note: Eij is the matrix with 1 in the (i, j) 
position and is zero elsewhere.) 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we give some results concerning the image and kernel 
of T. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let A E MmFn(F). If T @Yesewes rank k matrices, then 
p(A) < k implies p(T(A)] < k. 
Proof. If p(A) = k, then, by definition, p[T(A)] = k. Suppose 
that p(A) < k. Let A, be the canonical form of A : A, = E,, + . * . + 
El,, 1 < k. Now prSA(AI)l = pF'V)l. Let A(4 = A, + ~(E,+L,+~  
**. + E,,). Then p(S,[A(t)]) = k if t # 0, and S,[A(O)] = .?,(A,). 
Consider det S, [A(t)] [wj,~], w rere cu and ,u are (k + 1)-tuples of { 1,. . . , m} 1 
and (1, _. ., n}, respectively. Each of these (k + 1) subdeterminants 
is zero for t # 0 since p(S, [A(t)]) = k for t # 0. Since det S, [A(t)] [wI,u] 
is a polynomial in t of degree at most k + 1, det S,(A,) [wI,u] = 0 for 
all (k + I)-tuples o, ,u. Hence p[SA(A,)] < k and thus p[T(A)] ,< k. 
Q.E.D. 
In [7, Theorem 2.11, U’estwick shows that, forasubspace W < M,,,(F) : 
If 
dimW,((n-J)(m-Z). (2.1) 
THEOREM 2.1. If T preserves rank k matrices and 
then T preserves rank 1 matrices. 
Proof. We break the proof up into three cases. 
Case 1. There exists A E M,,,(F) sztch that A # 0, p(A) = 1 < k, 
and T(A) = 0. 
In this case, S, (E,, + * . * + E,,) = 0, and hence p(S, (E,+l,,+l + * * . + 
IT,,)) = k. Recall that S,(R) = PIT(U-lBV-l)]Q. Hence the matrix 
c = U-i(E,+l,,+l + . * * + E,,)V-l has the property that p(C) = k - I, 
while p(T(C)) = Fz. Thus, by hypothesis, 1 = 0, a contradiction. 
Case 2. There exists a matrix A E M,,,(F) such that p(A) = k + I, 
l<Z<k-1, and T(A)=O. 
Here S,(E,, + * * . + Eklc + Ek+l,k+~ + * . * + Ek+L,k+l) = 0; hence 
- S,(E,, +.** + E/cd = S/l Fkil.kil + * * * + ~k,ZJc,L)~ so that p * 
(S, (E,+I,~+I + * . . + Ekil,k+l)) = k. Thus the matrix C = U-l(Ek+~,,+~ + 
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. ..+E t+l,k+a)V-l has the property that p(C) = I and p(T(C)) = k. 
Thus, by hypothesis, 1 = k, a contradiction. 
Case 3. For all A # 0 such that T(A) = 0, p(A) > 2k. 
Let W be the subspace of M,,,(F) generated by the set {Eij: i = 
k + 1,. . . , m; j = k + 1,. . , vz}. Let C E M,,,(F). If Im S, ll W = 0, 
then dim Im S, < mn - (n - k)(wz - k). Hence dim ker S, 2 (n - k) * 
(m - k). However, since ker T ll ( U~=;‘Xj) = C$ in this case, it follows 
from (2.1) that dim ker T < (n - 2k + l)(m - 2k + 1) < (n - k)(m - k). 
Since dim ker T = dim ker So, we have a contradiction. Hence, for any 
C E M,,,(F), (Im S,) n W f 0. 
Let B, E M,,,(F) and p(B,) = 1. Let p(T(B,)) = Y. Then S,jE1,) = 
E,, + * * . + E,,. Since Im S,, ll W # 0, there exists Eii such that 
S,,(Eij) has a nonzero (u, 7~) entry, u > k, v > k. Hence, for some t E F, 
p(S,,(El, + tEiJ) > y. Let B, = U,-l(E,, + tEij)V,-l when S,,(C) = 
P,[T(U,-lCV1-l)]Q,; then p(B,) < 2 and p(T(B,)) = s 3 r + 1. Now 
Im .S,% tl W # 0 and, continuing as above, we obtain a matrix B, of rank 
at most 3 and whose image, T(B,), has rank at least s + 1 >, Y + 2. 
Continuing this process, we obtain a matrix C of rank at most k - 1 
such that p(T(C)) > k + I - 2. However, by hypothesis, p(T(C)) < k. 
Hence k + r - 2 < k - 1, which implies Y = 1. 
Hence T preserves rank 1 matrices. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let W denote the subspace of M,,,(F) generated 
by the set ({Eij: i = 1,. . ., k; j = 1,. . ., n}U {Eij: i = k + 1,. . ., m; 
j’ = 1,. . ., k}). 
LEMMA 2.2. If T preserves rank k matrices and if, for A E M,,,(F), 
p(A) < k and p(T(A)) = k, then Im S, 2 W. 
Proof. Let p(A) = s < k andp( T(A)) = k; then S,(Ell + * - * + E,,) = 
E,, + . - * + E,,. Suppose that, for some BE M,,,(F), S,(B) has a 
nonzero (u, v) entry, u > k and v > k. Then there exists E,, such that 
S,(E,J = G has a nonzero (zt, v) entry, g,,,. Consider det(S, [t(E,, + * * * + 
Es,) + E,jl)(l,..., k, u; I,..., k, v), where t E F is taken to be an in- 
determinate. The coefficient of tk in this polynomial is g,,, which is 
nonzero. Hence, for some t E F, this (k + 1) x (k + 1) submatrix is 
nonzero; that is, p(S, [t(E,, + - * . + E,,) + Eij]) > k for some t E F. 
However, by Lemma 2.1, since p(t [I?,, + . * * + E,,] + Eij) < k and S, 
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preserves rank K matrices, it follows that p(S, [t(E,, + -0 * + E,,) + 
E,.]) < k, a contradiction. Thus, for any B E M,,,(F), S,(B) has an 
(m - K) x (n - k) submatrix of zeros in the lower right-hand corner; 
that is, for any B E M,,,(F), S,(B) E W. Hence Im S, E IV. Q.E.D. 
Since dim W = nk + mk - k2, and since dim Im S, = dim Im T for 
all nonzero A E M,,,(F), Lemma 2.2 yields: 
COROLLAKY 2.1. If T preserves rank k matrices and if for some 
A E M,,,(F), p(A) < kandp(T(ii)) = k, tlzendim Im T ,< nk + mk - k2. 
LEMMA 2.3. If T Preserves rank k matrices, if n, m > k _t 1, if there 
exist matrices A and B E M,,,,(F) such that p(A) < k, p(B) < k, and 
p(T(A)) = p(S,(B)) = k, and 
SA(W = 
Dl D2 ( i D 3 D4 ’
where D, is k x k, has the property that D, # 0 OY D, # 0, then 
dim Im T < nk + mk - k2. 
Proof. Let A and B satisfy the hypothesis. By Lemma 2.2, D, = 0, 
and thus 
S‘.i(B) = 
By Corollary 2.1, dim Im T < nk + mk - k2. It remains to show that 
dim Im T # nk + mk - k2. Suppose to the contrary that dim Im T = 
nk + mk - k2. 
Now let R,, R,, Q2, and Q3 be nonsingular k x k, (m - k) x (YIZ - k), 
(n - k) x (n - k), and k x k matrices, respectively, such that R,D,Q, 
and R3D3Q3 are the canonical forms of D, and D,, respectively; that is, 
and R,D,Q, = 
Hence it follows that 
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where p(D,) = s2 and p(D,) = sa. Let P, and P, be nonsingular m x m 
and 12 x n matrices, respectively, which on multiplication on the left 
(right) by P, (PJ adds appropriate multiples of rows (columns) k + 1, 
. . ., m (k+ l,..., n) to rows (columns) 1,. . . , h such that 
Pr(2 ;jS&q; Jp2= -ia 4 ; ; 
I 0 0 0 0 
Now let G, and G, be nonsingular (K - ss) x (k - ss) and (k - ss) x 
(k - SJ matrices, respectively, such that G,F,G, is the canonical form 
of F4: 
It now follows that 
0 0 0 Iss 0 
0 Is, 0 0 0 
=ooooo, I 1 I& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o_ 
and, since p(S,(B)) = k, sr + s2 + sa = k. Also, since at least one of 
D, or D, is nonzero, either sp # 0 or sa # 0. Let 
and let 
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Thus, in particular, F,S,(B)F2 = J. 
Let H be any matrix in M,,,(F). We know from Lemma 2.2 that 
S,(H) E W and hence has an (m - k) x (n - k) submatrix of zeros in 
the lower right-hand corner. It follows that F,S, (H)F, has the same form: 
o Hz 
m-h.n-k 
If sa # 0 and s3 # 0, choose the pair (u, V) = (k, k); if s2 # 0 and 
s3 = 0, choose (u, U) = (K + 1, k) (r ecall n, m > k + 1); if s2 = 0 and 
s3 # 0, choose (u, v) = (k, k + 1). Since Im S, = W, since Im F,S,( * )F, s 
W, and since these images have the same dimension, it follows that 
Im F,S,( * )I;, = W. Hence there is some Eij such that F,S,(E,,)F, = G 
has a nonzero (u, U) entry, gU,u,v. Let CI = (1,. . . , s1 + s2, u, k + 1,. . . , k + s3) 
and let B = (1,. . , s1 + s3, v, k + 1,. . . , k + sz). Now consider 
det(t.1 + G) [~lBl, where t E F is taken to be an indeterminate. The 
coefficient of tk in this polynomial, det(tJ + G) [a\fi], is g,,,, which is 
nonzero. Hence this (k + 1) x (k + 1) subdeterminant of tJ + G is 
nonzero for some t E F; that is, p(tJ + G) > k for some t E F. However, 
since p(B) < k, p(tB + Eij) < k for all t E F, and since F,S,( * )F, 
preserves rank k matrices, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that p(F,S,(tB)F, + 
F,SA(E,,)F,) < k; that is, k 3 p(tF,S,(B)F, + F,S,(E,,)F,) = p(tJ + 
G) > k, a contradiction. Hence dim Im T < nk + mk - k2. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.4. If Tpreserves rank k matrices and if, for some A E M,,,(F), 
p(A) = k + s, s > 0, and T(A) = 0, then there exists BE M,,,(F) such 
that p(B) = s and p(T(B)) = k. 
Proof. Let UAV be the canonical form of A : UA V = E,, + - * . + 
E k+s. k+s. And let B = U-l(E,+l,,+l + * * - + Ek+s,k,_s)V-l and C = 
U-l(E,, + - . - + E,,) V-l. Then B + C = A and T(B) + T(C) = 
T(A) = 0. Hence T(B) = - T(C). Sincep(C) = p(T(C)) = k, p(T(B)) = 
k; while of course p(B) = s. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.5. If max(m, n) = k + t, if T preserves rank k matrices, 
and if there exists a matrix A E M,,,(F) such that p(A) = s < k and 
T(A) = 0, then there exist t + 1 matrices, Bi, i = 1,. . . , t + 1, such that, 
if B is any nonzeyo linear combination of Bi’s, then p(B) = k - s, while 
p(T(B)) = k. 
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Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that n > m. Let 
UAV’ be the canonical form of A : UAV = E,, + . * * + E,,. Let Ci, 
i = 1,. . .) t + 1, be defined by Ci = ~~=s+lEj,j+i_l. It is apparent 
that any nonzero linear combination C of Ci’s has rank k - s, and 
p(E,, + . . * + E,, + C) = k. Let Bi = U-lC,V-l, i = 1,. . ., t + 1. 
Then it follows that any nonzero linear combination B of Bi’s has rank 
k - s, and P(A + B) = k. Thus p(T(B)) = p(T(A) + T(B)) = p(T(A + 
B)) = k. Hence these B,‘s satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
3. THE NONSIIiGULAR CASE 
THEOREM 3.1. If T preserves rank k matvices and T is nonsingular, 
then T preserves rank 1 matrices. 
Proof. If min(m, 92) > k, let A E ilfm,n(8) and p(A) = 1. Since T 
is nonsingular, 1 < p(T(A)) = 1. By Lemma 2.1, 1 < k. By Definition 
1.1, S,(E,,) = E,, +a -. + E,,. For some (i, i), B = S,(E,J has a 
nonzero (m, n) entry, b,,,, with m > I, n > Z. Otherwise T(M,,,(F)) # 
M,,,(F), contradicting the nonsingularity of T. It now follows that, 
for some t E F, p [S, (E,, + tE,J] > 1. On the other hand, p(E,, + tE,J < 
2. Call U-l(E,, + tEij)V1 = A,. If 1 + 1 < k, we can proceed in 
similar fashion to find E,,, and u E F such that p(A, + U,-luE,,,V,-l) < 
3, while p[SA,(UIArV1 + uEh,s)] > 1 + 1, where U,A,V, is the normal 
form of A,. Continuing in this way, increasing the rank of Ai by at most 
1, and increasing the rank of T(A,) by at least 1, we obtain a matrix C 
such that p(C) < k - 1 + 2 and p(T(C)) > k. However, by Lemma 2.1, 
we must have k < k - 1 + 2 or 1 < 1. Thus 1 = 1 since T is nonsingular. 
Hence, in this case, T preserves rank 1 matrices. 
If min(m, n) = k, let A E M,,,(F) and p(A) = 1. By Theorem 1.1, 
it suffices to show that T-l preserves rank 1 matrices. Suppose 1 < 
p(T-l(A)) = 1. By a procedure similar to that outlined in the preceding 
paragraph we can find a matrix C such that p(C) < k - I + 1 and 
p(T-l(C)) = k since that argument relied only on the nonsingularity of 
T. Now T(T-l(C)) = C, and hence p(T [T-l(C)]) < k - 1 + 1. However, 
since T preserves rank k matrices and p(T-l(C)) = k, p(T( T-l(C))) = k. 
Thus k = p(T(T-l(C))) < k - I + 1. This means that 1 < 1 and T-l 
(and hence T) preserves rank 1 matrices. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.1 was proved in a different guise and independently by 
D. Z. Djokovic [l]. 
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4. CONDITIONS ON THE KERNEL OF T 
THEOREhl 4.1. If T preserves rank k matrices, k 3 3, and T does not 
preserve rank 1 matrices, then dim Im T < nk + mk - k2. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that n > m. Since 
T does not preserve rank 1 matrices, T is singular, by Theorem 3.1. This 
means, in the case k = m, that dim Im T < nm = nk = nk + mk - k2. 
Hence we may assume that n > m > k + 1. 
By Theorem 2.1, there exists a matrix A E M,,,(F) such that p(A) = 
s < k and p(T(A)) = k. Hence, by Corollary 2.1, dim Im T < nk + 
mk - k2. 
If ker T n (U :2iRj) = 4, tl ren, by (2.1), dim ker T < (n - k - 1) * 
(m - k - 1) < (n - k)(m - k), which implies that dim Im T > nk + 
mk - k2, a contradiction. Hence ker T fl (Uf,:Rj) f $. 
If ker T f~ (U;:iR,) # q5, let A E ker T have rank s < k. Since 
n, m > k + 1, by Lemma 2.5, there exist at least two matrices B and C 
in M,,,(F) such that p(clB + /KY) = k - s for all tc, p E F with at least 
one of cc or /3 nonzero, with the property that p(T(aB + PC)) = k for 
all CI, p E F with at least one of cc or p nonzero. Now, by Lemma 2.2, 
Im S, s W, and S,(E,, + . -* + Ek_-s,le_-s) = E,, + se* + E,,. Let U 
and V be matrices for which UBV is in canonical form and let C, = UCV. 
Thus S,(E,, + . . . + Efi_-s,k_-s) and S,(C,) are independent rank k matrices 
with the property that any nonzero linear combination of these matrices 
is also rank k. 
Westwick has shown [7, Corollary 2.21 that the maximum number 
of linearly independent rank k matrices in M,(F) such that every nonzero 
linear combination is also rank k, is 1. Now, since S,(E,, + - - * + Ek_-s,lc_-s) 
= E,, Jr * * . + E,,, it follows that D, # 0 or D, + 0, where 
Hence, by Lemma 2.3, dim Im T < nk + mk - k2. 
If ker T f~ R,+l # c/, let A E ker T have rank k + 1. Then, by Lemma 
2.4, there exists B E M,,,(F) such that p(B) = 1 and p(T(B)) = k. If 
S,(E,,) has the form 
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where A, is k x k for all ($J, q), then dim Im T < mk < nk + mk - k2. 
Thus, assume that, in 
SB(Epu) = i 
A, A2 
A, 1 Om_-k,n_-lc ’
A a # 0. Now, for some tc E F, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that p(S,(&r, + 
E,,)) d k since p(tcE,, + E,,) < 2 < k. Hence p(S,(ctE,r + E,,)) = k. 
Let C, = “El, + E,, and let 
‘d’,) = 
It now follows that D, # 0 and p(C,) < 2 < k and p(.S,(C,)) = k. Hence, 
by Lemma 2.4, dim Im T < nk + mk - k2. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem gives some structure to the kernel of T: 
THEOREM 4.2. If T preserves rank k matrices and 0 4 T(Ui::R,), 
then T preserves rank 1 matrices. 
Proof. If k = 1 or 2, the theorem follows from [4] or [5]. If min(m, PZ) = 
k, then T is nonsingular, and the theorem follows by Theorem 3.1. 
Now suppose that n, m > k + 1, k > 3, and T does not preserve 
rank 1 matrices. Then, by Theorem 4.1, dim Im T < nk + mk - k2, 
which implies that dim ker T > (n - k)(m - k). However, 06 T(U:liRJ 
and T preserves rank k matrices imply that 0 $ T(U;=,R,). Thus, by 
(2.1), dim ker T < (n - k)(m - k), a contradiction. Hence T preserves 
rank 1 matrices. Q.E.D. 
Note that, for rank k preservers, T(U~~~R,) fl Rj = 4 implies that 
0 6 T(U;S:R,) (I ,emma 2.5) ; and T is nonsingular implies 0 $ T( U!z:R,). 
Hence Theorem 4.2 includes, as special cases, Theorem 3.1 and 
Theorem 2.1. 
5. RANK k SUBSPACES 
DEFINITION 5.1. A subspace s of M ,,,(F) is called a rank k subspace 
of M,,,(F) if and only if A E 9 implies that A = 0 or p(A) = k. 
THEOREM 5.1. If the maximum dimension of a ralzk k subspace of 
M,,,n(F) is max(m, n) - k + 1, and T preserves rank k matrices, then T 
preserves rank I matrices. 
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Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that n 3 m. 
Suppose that T does not preserve rank 1 matrices. Then, by Theorem 2.1 
there must exist a matrix A 6 M 7n,n(F) of rank s, s < k, whose image, 
T(A), has rank k. 
Define Ai, i = 1,. . ., n - k + 2 as follows: 
A,=El,+...+E,,= 
k-l 
.4, = 2 Ej.j+i_-l + E,,~_I, i = 2,. . .) n-k+2. 
j=l 
Kow {Ai},“=; k +’ is a linearly independent set and p( ~~:~“griAi) = k 
if tli f 0 for some i > 1, and p(~EffetliAi) = p(qAJ = s if C(~ = 0, 
i = 2,. . ., 1z - k + 2, and a1 f 0. Let 3’e be the subspace of M,,,(F) 
generated by (4i}5: ’ 2. Now S,( ~~:~+ZcxiAi) has rank k if some cti # 0, 
i = 2,. ., n - k + 2, and, moreover, S, (A,) = E,, + * * - + E,, also 
has rank k. Thus p(S,(C)) = k for all nonzero C E 3, and S,(X) is 
a rank k subspace. Since S 
Al.8 
is nonsingular, S,(X) has dimension 
n - k + 2. This contradicts the hypothesis that any rank k subspace 
has dimension at most n - k + 1 = max(m, +z) - k + 1. Hence T 
preserves rank 1 matrices. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.1. If A and B are linearly independent generators of a ho- 
dimertsional rank k subspace of M,,n(F), then, for some u, p((A + uB) * 
[l,. . ., k; 1,. ., z^, . . ., n]) = k for any i, i = 1,. . ., n. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that B = (I, 0). 
We proceed by induction on k. 
If k = 1, the lemma is clearly true. 
Assume the lemma true for any 1 < k. Let P and Q be permutation 
matrices such that P(II, 0)Q = (I, 0) and PAQ has a nonzero (1, k + 1) 
entry. (This is assured by [7, Corollary 2.21.) Let R and S be nonsingular 
matrices such that 
R(II, 0)s = 
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RPAQS = 
-0 . . . 0 al,k+l 0 . , . o- 
0 
A, : A2 
0 1 Z c2 
If i > k, let M. = 0, and clearly ~((1, 0) [l,. . ., k; 1,. . ., z^, . . ., n]) = k for 
all i > k. Thus suppose 1 <i < k. Let C,’ = Crj2,. . ., k; 1,. . ., PZ], 
and C,’ = C,[2,. . . , k; 1,. . . , n]. Considered as (k - 1) x n matrices, 
C,’ and C,’ satisfy the induction hypothesis. Thus p((C,’ + XC,‘) - 
P,. . ., k;l,..., 2” ,..., n]) = k - 1 for some cc E F. Hence det(C,’ + 
&a’) [2,. . ., k; i,, . . , i,_,] # 0 for some i,, i,, . . . , i,_l such that i # ij 
for all i. Note also that, if ij = k + 1 for any j, the determinant is zero; 
hence ij # k + 1 for all j. Now observe that det(C, + KC,) [l,. . . , k; 
$1’. . > &, k + l] = ~a~,~+~ det(C,’ + EC,‘) [2,. . . , k; i,,. . ., i,_,], which 
is nonzero. Thus, for some tc, p((C, + XC,) [l,. . ., k; 1,. . . , 2”,. ., n]) = k 
for all a. Thus, by the nature of P, Q, R, and S, for some cc, ~((1% 0) + 
OrA) [l,. . ., k; 1,. . ., 2^,. . ., n]) = k for any i, i = 1,. . ., PZ. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 2 be a subspace of M,,,(F) such that, if C E Z, 
then p(C) < k. I/ 
and A = 
p(A) = k, where A, is k x k, are in 2 and generate a two-dimensional 
rank k subspace, then every B in &? has the same form as A: 
B= 
where B, is k x k. 
Proof. Let 
If B, # 0, say b,,, # 0, u > k, v > k, consider 
det(t(: :)+B)[l,..., k,u;l,..., k,v]. 
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The coefficient of tk in this polynomial is b,,, and hence, for some t E F, 
this determinant is nonzero; that is, 
p(t(l;. ;),,j,k 
for some t; this contradicts that C E A? implies p(C) < k. Thus B, = 0. 
Suppose R, # 0 and let P and Q be nonsingular matrices such that 
s > 0. 
Then 
has the form 
has the form 
where C, is k x k. By Lemma 5.1, for some cc, 
p{((; ;)+d),l,..., k;2 ,..., x+-k. 
Thus, for some i,, . . ., i,, (2 ,< i, < . * . < ik), 
det(t[(: ~)+cK]+D}~~ ,..., k+l;l,i, ,..., i,]#O 
for some t E F; that is, 
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which contradicts that, for every HE 2, p(H) < k. Hence B, = 0. 
That is, for every B E 2, B has the form 
where B, is k x k. 
6. ESSENTIALLY DECOMPOSABLE RANK k SPACES 
Q.E.D. 
One may now ask when the maximum dimension of any rank k 
subspace of M,n,,(F) is at most max(m, n) - k + 1. We shall show via 
the following definition and lemmas that, if min(m, n) = k, or if max(tti, n) 
> k2 + k, the maximum dimension of a rank k subspace of M,,,(F) is 
indeed max(m, n) - k + 1. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A rank k subspace 2 of M,,,(F) is said to be 
essentially decomposable if and only if there is a decomposition of Fn: 
Fn = U, + U,, such that dim U, = i and dim ZU, = i, where i + i = k. 
Example 1. Let 
then {A (a, P, y) : u, /I, y E F} is an essentially decomposable rank 2 space. 
Here U, = 0, i = 0, i = 2. 
Example 2. Let 0 R P y 0.0 0 B(tc, P. y) = 
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then (@a, P, y) : tc, p, y E F} is an essentially decomposable rank 2 space. 
HereU,=F~O~OxO,U,=OxF~FxF,andthusi=l,j=l. 
Example 3. Let 
0 a P 
C(a,P,y) = a 
[ 1 0 Y P -y 0 
In this case, {C(N, ,f?, y) : a, p, y E * > is a rank 2 space which is not essentially 
decomposable. Note that the dimension of this space is 3 = n - k +- 2. 
With Example 3 in mind, we state without proof the following lemma 
due to Westwick [7, Theorem 2.31. 
LEMMA 6.1. If Z’ < M,,,(F) is an essentially decomposable rank k 
subspace, tltela dim Z < max(m, n) - k + 1. 
Example 3 shows that not all rank k spaces are essentially decompo- 
sable. However, by Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.1, if there exist spaces 
of maximal dimension which are essentially decomposable, then any 
rank k preserver on M,,,(F) also preserves rank 1 matrices. Westwick 
17, Theorem 5.21 showed that, if dim 9 > 2k2, then 2 is essentially 
decomposable. We can improve his result, which we state as: 
THEOREM 6.1. If Z is a rank k subspace of M,,,(F) and dim X’ > 
k2 + 1, then i@ is essentially decomposable. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that 




(since X is a rank k space). Since dim Z > k2 + 1, there must be a 
nonzero U E 2 such that 
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Let P,, P,, Q1, and Qa be nonsingular k x k, k x k, (m - k) x (m - k), 
and (n - k) x (n - k) matrices, respectively, such that P,B,Q, and 
Q,B,P, are in canonical form: 
Let 
If t = 0, it follows by Lemma 5.2 that, for any A E 9, 
has the form 
In this case, let Fn U, and U, = 0. Then, by Definition 6.1, 
is essentially decomposable, and so is .#. A similar argument applies 
if s = 0. Hence assume that s > 0 and t > 0. 
Let 
then 3, is essentially decomposable if and only if ti is, and dim .X?r = 
dim X. Now, if A E S,, then A has the form 
A= 
[ 
Ai A, 4 4 - 
A, O,,, 4 Ot,n--lz--s 
A7 A, 
0 
A 9 Om--k--t.n 
m-k,n-k 
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where A, and A, are t x s matrices; if A does not have this form, then 
a linear combination of either A and D, or of A and 
PIP, 0 ( ) 0 0 
would have rank greater than k. 
The sum of the dimensions of A,, A,, A,, and A, is k2. Hence there 
exists a nonzero matrix C, ~&i, C, # D, such that 
c, = 1 
Ok, 
c, cs 
[ I c9 0
c3 cd- 
[ 1. 0 0 
OWt--lz,TL--k 1 
Now, since p(D) = k, s + t = k. Note that, for any A E S1, 
A= s 3 p(A,), and t 3 p(A,); 
otherwise a linear combination of A and D would have rank greater than 
k, which is impossible in a rank k space. In particular, 
and tap 
However, since 
s+t=k and p(CJ==p(: :)+p(E: :), 
it follows that 
Hence, by Lemma 5.2, A, = Ot, for every A E Z’r. 
By a similar argument, since the sum of the dimensions of A,, A,, A,, 
and A, is k2, there exists a matrix C, E X1, C, # D, such that 
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and, as above, we get that A, = O,,, for every A E Zr. That is, if A E &?i, 





U, = 0 x 0 x ’ 1. x 0 x Fn-t and U, = Ft x 0 x *. * x 0. 
Then dim U, = t and dim ZrU, = s and s + t = k. Thus A?i, and 
hence 2, is essentially decomposable. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.1. If max(nz, n) > k2 + k, and 9’ is a rank k subspace 
of M,.,(F), then dim z&’ < max(m, n) - k + 1. 
Proof. If dim X > max(m, n) - k + 1, then dim 2 > k2 -f k - 
k + 1 = k2 + 1. Thus, by Theorem 6.1, Z@ is essentially decomposable 
and thus, by Lemma 6.1, dim 2 < max(m, n) - k + 1, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.2. If max(m, n) > k2 + k and T preserves rank k 
matrices, then T preserves rank 1 matrices. 
Proof. By Corollary 6.1, any rank k subspace of M,,,(F) has dimen- 
sion at most max(m, n) - k + 1. Hence, by Theorem 5.1, T preserves 
rank 1 matrices. Q.E.D. 
Westwick 17, Corollary 2.21 showed that, if n = k or m = k, then 
the maximum dimension of a rank k subspace is max(m, n) - k + 1. In 
this case, Theorem 5.1 yields the following: 
COROLLARY 6.3. If m = k or n = k and T preserves rank k matrices, 
the T preserves rank 1 matrices. 
7. THE CASE max(m, n) = k + 1 
Westwick [7, Sec. 41 also showed that, if max(m, PZ) = k + 1, then 
the maximum dimension of a rank k subspace of M,,,(F) is 3. We use 
this result in the next theorem. 
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THEOREM 7.1. If max(m, n) = k + 1 and T jweseyves rank k matrices, 
then T preserves rank 1 matrices. 
Proof. If m = k or n = k, then by Corollary 6.3, T preserves rank 1 
matrices. Thus, assume m = n = k + 1. 
If T does not preserve rank 1 matrices, then, by Theorem 4.2, 
ker T fl (U~::X~) # 4. Let A E ker T be such that p(A) = s < k. If 
s = 1, define B,, B,, B,, and B, as follows: B, = zfzeEii; B, = 
~~~~iE,i; B, = ~~~?~E,,i_l; and B, = zfC=PEi,i+l. Note that 
~(MB, + PB,) > k - 1 for all c(, ,8 E F such that not both of M and p 
are zero. Ifs > 1, define B,, B,, B,, and B, as follows: B, = zfSIEi,,_i+l; 
B, = Ctk_lEi.n-i; B, = CfSS+ lEi,n-i+s+l; and B, = Cfzs;lEi,n_i+s. 
In either case (s = 1 or s > l), let A? be the space generated by the 
set { Bi}fz=,. For any C E s’?, C = uB, + PB, + yB, + dB,, C has one 
of the forms: 
s=l 
0 0 
6 0 0 
a+3p 6 0 
.-_. Y, . “.l-.--?_-_-::;_ . -. - 
__ 
---___ 
-_ -. -- -_ 
-- -. k;- 
0 
-_ -. /zp --__ -. --_ ---6 
0 -0 -Y/ (k + 1)Q 
s>l 
0 B a 
0 /O,P ,M .O 
I ,//. , I ,/*/ I 
/ I ,‘/,’ 
, ,‘J ’ / 0 
, / H 
, ’ , ’ I ,’ ’ I I’ 
d,Y . 
, 
/ .’ Y 








By inspection, p(C) = k or k - s, unless C = 0. If p(C) = k, then 
p(S,(C)) = k since T (and hence S,) preserves rank k matrices. If p(C) = 
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k - s, then E,, + *. . + E,, + C is rank k. Thus p(S,(C)) = p(S,(Ell + 
* - * + E,, + C)) = k, since S,(Ell + * . * + E,,) = 0. 
Thus S,(Z) is a rank k space. Moreover, S, is nonsingular on X and 
hence maps the subspace ~9 of dimension 4 into S,(Z), also of dimension 
4. This contradicts the fact that the maximum dimension of a rank 
PZ - 1 space is 3. Therefore T preserves rank 1 matrices. Q.E.D. 
8. THE CASE k = 3 
Westwick [8] proves that the maximum dimension of a rank 3 subspace 
of M,,,(F) is max(m, n) - k + 1 = max(m, n) - 2 unless max(m, n) = 5 
and min(m, n) 3 4, in which case the maximum dimension is 4. 
THEOREM 8.1. If T preserves rank 3 matrices, then T Preserves rank 1 
matrices. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, T preserves rank 1 matrices unless max(m, n) 
= 5 and min(m, n) > 4. 
Suppose n = max(m, n) = 5 and m = min(m, n) 3 4, and T does not 
preserve rank 1 matrices. We shall construct spaces of dimension 5 which 
are mapped l-l onto rank 3 spaces if T(A) = 0 for some A, such that 
p(A) = 1 or p(A) = 2, and thus arrive at a contradiction. 
If there is a matrix A E M,,,(F) such that p(A) = 2 and T(A) = 0, 
then define B, = E,,; B, = E,,; B, = E,, + E,, + Ezl; B, = E,, + 
E23 + E32; and B, = El, + E,, + E,,. Let 2 be the space spanned 
by { &}!=i. If C = ~~zluiBi, then p(C) = 3 if tci # 0, i = 3,4, or 5, 
p(C) = 1 if cc3 = tcq = cc5 = 0, and tci # 0 or c(s # 0. In any case, 
p(S,(C)) = 3 unless C = 0. Thus S,(Z) is a rank 3 subspace of dimension 
5. We thus arrive at our contradiction. 
If there is a matrix A E M,,,(F) such that p(A) = 1 and T(A) = 0, 
define B, = E,, + E,,; B, = E,, + E,,; B, = E,, + EJ4; B, = 
E,, + E,, + E,,; and B, = E,, + E,, + E,,. Let 2 be the space 
generated by {Bi}i5_,. As above, S,(P) is a rank 3 subspace of dimension 
5; this yields a contradiction. Hence ker T fl (I?, U R2) = $ and, by 
Theorem 4.2, T preserves rank 1 matrices. Q.E.D. 
9. SUMMARY 
We may summarize our results on rank k preservers by applying 
Theorem 1.1 to Theorem 3.1, Theorem 2.1, Theorem 4.2, Corollary 6.2, 
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Corollary 6.3, Theorem 7.1, and Theorem 8.1. This gives the general 
theorem : 
THEOREM 9.1. Let T be a linear transformation 0% M,,,(F) sztch that 
for A E M,,,(F), p(A) = k implies p(T(A)) = k. If one of the following 
cortditions holds : 
(i) T is nonsingular; 
(ii) T(U,k::RJ fl R,C = $; 
(iii) 0 $ T(UtelRj) ; 
(iv) n > k 2 . +‘h: 
(v) mlz(rn, n) = k; 
(vi) max(m, s) = k + 1; OY 
(vii) k=3; 
then there exist nonsingular m x m and n x n matrices U and V, respectively, 
such that either: 
T: A -+ UAV for all A E M,,,(F); OY 
m = 12, and T: A --, UAtV for all A E M,(F). 
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